There are now just 41 detainees at Guantanamo, each imprisoned at the extraordinary cost of $10 million per year. Five detainees, however, have been cleared for transfer by all relevant government agencies. Although each has been imprisoned at Guantanamo without charge for more than 14 years, the U.S. government has given no indication what it plans to do with them.

5 cleared but no plans to release or transfer them have been announced

7 in military commission process

3 convicted

26 awaiting review

5 CLEARED

PRISONER #38
Ridah Bin Saleh Al-Yazidi
Years detained: 15
Years cleared: 10

PRISONER #309
Muieen Adeen Al-Sattar
Years detained: 15
Years cleared: 7

PRISONER #893
Tawfiq Nasir Awad Al-Bihani
Years detained: 14
Years cleared: 7

PRISONER #244
Abdul Latif Nasir
Years detained: 15
Years cleared: 1

PRISONER #694
Sufyian Barhoumi
Years detained: 15
Years cleared: 1